Heuristic Approaches with Energy Management for Node Placement in Wireless Sensor Networks
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ABSTRACT
In Wireless Sensor Network, Device placement is a key factor for determining the coverage, connectivity, and cost along with lifetime. Managing the sensor nodes is not much easier while comparing mobile Ad Hoc Networks. But the same approach can be implemented to manage the WSN. Addressing the management of the whole network is omitted and a probabilistic scheme where only a subset of nodes is managed is provided for light weight and efficient management. Relay node placement in heterogeneous WSN are formulated using a generalized node placement optimization problem to minimize the network cost with lifetime constraint, and connectivity. Based on the constraints two scenarios are used. In the first scenario relay nodes are not energy constrained, and in the second scenario all nodes are energy limited. As an optimal solution a two-phase approach is proposed. The placement of the first phase relay nodes (FPRN), which are directly connected to Sensor Nodes (SN), is modeled as a minimum set covering problem. To ensure the relaying of the traffic from the FPRN to the base station, three heuristic schemes are proposed to place the second phase relay nodes (SPRN). Some of the heuristic approaches available are Nearest to BS First algorithm (NTBF), Max Residual Capacity First algorithm (MRCF) and Best Effort Relaying algorithm (BER). Our contribution is centered on a distributed self organizing management algorithm at the application layer by organizing the management plane by extracting spatiotemporal components and by selecting manager nodes with several election mechanisms applied to wireless sensor nodes. Furthermore, a lower bound on the minimum number of SPRN required for connectivity is provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Networks consists of three types of devices, Sensor Nodes (SNs), Relay Nodes (RNs), and a Base Station (BS), are used. In which the number and positions of sensing spots are deterministic and devices can be installed at deliberately chosen spots. The deployment of sensor nodes in the physical environment may take several forms. Nodes may be deployed at random (e.g., by dropping them from an aircraft) or installed at deliberately chosen spots. Deployment may be a one-time activity, where the installation and use of a sensor network are strictly separate activities. However, deployment may also be a continuous process, with more nodes being deployed at any time during the use of the network, for example, to replace failed nodes or improve coverage at certain interesting locations. The actual type of deployment affects important properties such as the expected node density, node locations, regular patterns in node locations, and the expected degree of network dynamics.

Depending on the actual needs of the application, the form factor of a single sensor node may vary from the size of a shoebox (e.g., a weather station) to a microscopically small particle (e.g., for military applications where sensor nodes should be almost invisible). Similarly, the cost of a single device may vary from hundreds of Euros (for networks of very few but powerful nodes) to a few cents (for large scale networks made up of very simple nodes). Varying size and cost constraints directly result in corresponding varying limits on the energy available (i.e., size, cost, and energy density of batteries or devices for energy scavenging), as well as on computing, storage and communication resources. Hence, the energy and other resources available on a sensor node may also vary greatly from system to system.

The remainder of this project is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the sensor and system models are described. The general
device placement problem with the objective of minimizing device cost under the constraints of coverage, connectivity and lifetime, is formulated. In chapter 3, placement of relay nodes with and without energy constraints are preceded with proposed algorithms. Chapter 4 describes the key features that can be used to manage a WSN using probabilistic management, and the theoretical analysis to the localized heuristic algorithms are given in chapter 5. This project is concluded in chapter 6 with the performance evaluation and simulation results.

2. Sensor and System Models

2.1 Sensor Model

Sensor placement requires accurate yet computationally feasible sensor detection models. In this paper, first assume that the sensor field is made up of grid points. The granularity of the grid (distance between consecutive grid points) is determined by the accuracy with which the sensor placement is desired. Assume that the probability of detection of a target by a sensor varies exponentially with the distance between the target and the sensor.

Figure 1. Sensor Model

This model is illustrated in Fig. 1. A target at distance d from a sensor is detected by that sensor with probability e^{-αd}.

A number of sensors, e.g. IR cameras, require a target to lie in their line of sight. Obstacles cause occlusion and render such sensors ineffective for detection. We assume that some knowledge of the terrain is acquired prior to sensor placement, e.g. through satellite imagery. The obstacles are then modeled by altering the detection probabilities for appropriate pairs of grid points.

2.2 Network Model and Placement Problems

Depending on the transmission range of RNs, we envision three types of scenarios:

Type I – RNs with adaptive transmission range, where the RNs can adjust their transmission power arbitrarily, so that the transmission from a source RN can reach any destination in the system;

Type II – RNs with fixed transmission range, where the RNs always transmit at a fixed power, thus the transmission from an RN can only reach other RNs that fall in its fixed transmission range; and

Type III – RNs with limited adaptive transmission range, where the RN can adjust its transmission power within an upper bound.

Note that the energy supply of an RN can be limited or unlimited.

2.3 Cost Model, Energy Model and System Lifetime

The cost of a device depends on its functionalities and power supply. The more functionality a device and more complex and, thus, the more expensive it is. Also, there are various means of power supply (e.g., battery, solar panel, wall power) at different costs.

In this paper, we assume that the costs of individual nodes of the same type are the same. We adopt the communication power consumption model used in [6][7]. The energy consumption for receiving a packet of length L is

\[ j_{tx} = L\beta \]

and the energy consumption for transmitting a packet of length L over the distance d is

\[ j_{rx} = L(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 d^m) \]

where \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \) and \( \beta \) are hardware specific parameters, and m is the path loss exponent.

3. Placement of Relay Nodes

First considering a basic version of the generalized problem, SNs are energy constrained and transmit data over a small distance. Individual SNs may have different transmission ranges depending on their initial energy and surrounding environment. RNs have large transmission distance and ample energy supply (wall powered, solar powered, or high capacity battery) so that their energy constraint is not a critical issue in contrast to the SNs. RNs can send data to the BS in one hop or multiple hops. In this scenario, as the connectivity and lifetime constraints on RNs are not factors, the optimization problem becomes: given a deployment of SNs, find a minimum number of RNs and their positions so that each SN can reach at least one RN in a single hop. Let \( X = \{o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_N\} \) be the set of given SNs. If an RN is placed at a strategic position where multiple SN discs overlap, the corresponding SNs will all benefit from this RN. We make the following definitions.

Definition 1: Region. For a given set X of N SNs, let a subset \( s \) of X denote the intersection of the corresponding discs. Then \( s \) is called a region if this intersection is nonempty. For example, the subset \( s = \{o_1, o_2\} \) denotes the nonempty intersection of the discs of \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \). An RN placed in the intersection corresponding to \( s_i \) can serve at least as many SNs as an RN placed in the intersection corresponding to \( s_i \), and vice versa. Note that each SN disc is also a region by itself.

Definition 2: Densest Region. A region \( s_i \) is said to be a densest region if there is no region, satisfying

\[ s_i \subset s_k \]
4. Probabilistic Management of WSN

Probabilistic Management is one of the most popular management schemes for Monitoring and managing ad-hoc networks is challenged by several constraints which are not encountered in the common fixed networks. Now in this paper as an extended work these are introduced in WSN [13]. The constraints encountered are

- Relevant management information
- Management domain related
- Management node reliability and willingness to cooperate
- Cost of monitoring

Probabilistic management is a selective scheme which consists in only managing the most interesting nodes of the network based on a statistical analysis. The notion of interesting is define with respect to relative good network presence and topology relationship. Spatio-temporal component are considered to be a subset of the network nodes, such that any pair of nodes has a high adjacency probability. The term spatio-temporal is inspired by the spatial dimension – nodes are required to be adjacent and the temporal one – nodes should have a high probability to be adjacent. Since this probability is estimated over a given time period, identify pairs of nodes that tend to directly interconnect. Such pairs can be aggregated in spatio-temporal components. This can be done by identifying all connected components in a graph built from the original network nodes, where an edge between two nodes is constructed if and only if a significant probability of adjacency for these nodes was estimated.

4.1 Distributed Algorithmic Management Method

The algorithmic method for probabilistic management is based on the spatio-temporal connectivity measure. A network node evaluates its spatio-temporal connectivity with its neighborhood and communicates that information to the other network nodes in order to construct the spatio-temporal connectivity matrix of the wireless sensor network. From this matrix, the node is capable to detect spatio-temporal connected components of the network and to elect its network manager. We assume a minimal cooperation among nodes, whereas partial control is allowed. If necessary, the cooperation could be stimulated by considering an incentive approach such as [14]. Here in our work we are using a relay node for monitoring process such that a node that can efficiently communicate with all other nodes in a region.

4.1.1 Spatio-Temporal Connectivity Measure

An WSN is seen as a set of n mobile nodes V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_n\} moving in a given surface during a time period T. The time period T is split in k measurement interval \[t_l, t_{l+1}\] with

\[ t_l = l \times T \]

for an integer \( l \in [0, k] \). Each node \( v_i \) measures the percentage of time \( p_{ij} \), it was neighbor with a network node \( v_j \). On a time interval \([t_l, t_{l+1}]\), the measurements are locally stored in a list.

\[ N^l (v) \] composed of tuples \((v_i, v_j, p_{ij})\) and are subsequently exchanged and merged among network nodes. The suffix \( l \) represents the time factor and means the measure was performed during the time interval \([t_l, t_{l+1}]\). The exchange of local measurements leads conceptually to a network spatio-temporal connectivity matrix \( M^l_{STC} \) (or at least a partial view) obtained by concatenating the list of measurements performed by the network nodes. Rows/columns stand for a network node. The \( i \)-th row of \( M^l_{STC} \) represents the list of measurements \( N^l (v_i) \) of a node \( v_i \). If node \( v_i \) was neighbor with node \( v_j \) on \([t_l, t_{l+1}]\), an entry \( M^l_{STC}(i,j) \) exists and contains the percentage of time \( p_{ij} \) that the pair \((v_i, v_j)\) was directly connected on that time interval. As the goal is to highlight network nodes presenting a high probability of adjacency (and also to limit the management data), only the spatio-temporal connectivity values which are higher than a threshold value \( \lambda \) are considered in the matrix.

4.2 Algorithm for Extraction of Connected Components

Data : Spatio-temporal connectivity matrix \( M^l_{STC} \)

Result : Connected component \( CC_{vi} \) of node \( v_i \)

Initialization :

A) Initialize the set \( CC_{vi} \) with the node \( \{v_i\} \) as the single element; \( \text{/i.e.} \ CC_{vi} = \{v_i\} \)

Repeat :

B) add to the set \( CC_{vi} \) all the nodes connected to a node element of \( CC_{vi} \);

C) delete all the doubles of \( CC_{vi} \);

Until :

No change in calculation of connected \( CC_{vi} \)

4.3 Manager election in a connected component

A connected component, such as \( CC_{vi} \) represents a set of network nodes with an high value of spatio-temporal connectivity. It represents a sub-domain to be managed by one manager, or possibly by several managers if the connected component size is significant. An election mechanism is required to determine the manager nodes in each connected component. Assuming that each node in the network has a unique identifier (MAC address), the simplest way is to define an arbitrary election mechanism by electing the node with the minimal identifier. This mechanism is thus not efficient, as it does neither take into account the structural properties of the connected component nor the relative importance of nodes. We will define more refined election mechanisms based on centrality and Kmeans paradigm. These mechanisms will be applied to the data set formed by the spatio-temporal connectivity measurements.
limited to the nodes in the connected component. This data set is a sub-matrix noted $S^{STC}$.

5. Localized Heuristic Placement Algorithm

For an arbitrary placement of SNs, the solution space for placing RNs is infinitely large, and finding the optimal one is highly non-trivial. A two-phase topology design framework is proposed, wherein each phase decides the number and locations of RNs in a locally optimal fashion. The placement of first phase relay nodes (FPRNs) aims at ensuring the connectivity and lifetime of SNs with a minimum number of RNs. The placement of FPRNs was formulated as a minimum set cover problem, and an optimal recursive algorithm was proposed [15].

Since RNs are energy limited, in general FPRNs connecting to SNs are not able to transmit data to the BS by themselves. Thus, placement of second phase relay nodes (SPRNs) is needed to satisfy lifetime and connectivity requirements of FPRNs. In [15], two essential design principles, namely, the Far-Near and Max-Min (FNMM) principles have been identified.

5.1. Principles Used

The Far-Near Principle refers to that the placement decisions in the second phase should first consider the RNs which are farthest from the BS and evolve step-by-step to the RNs that are closest to the BS. The rationale is that data are to be forwarded towards the BS. Hence RNs that are closer to the BS should relay the traffic for other farther nodes. This principle helps avoid energy wastage incurred due to unnecessary detouring of traffic relaying. The Max-Min Principle refers to maximally utilize the capacity of existing RNs, while introducing a minimum number of new RNs. Specifically, from far to near to the BS, each RN will distribute its workload to other existing neighboring RNs first. Only when the existing neighboring RNs of a given RN cannot support the traffic load from it, a new RN will be added. The preliminary FNMM-based scheme in [15] is called the Nearest-To-BS-First algorithm (NTBF). We define the workload of a RN as the sum of its relayed traffic load, and its residual capacity as the difference between its capacity and its workload. Starting from the farthest RN, say far RN, if the workload of far RN does not exceed the total residual capacity of its adjacent neighbors, then its workload is distributed to its adjacent neighbors, by first filling up the capacity of the node nearest to the BS, then to the node next nearest to the BS, and so on. In case two or more neighboring nodes having the same distance to BS, one is arbitrarily chosen. Otherwise, a new RN will be introduced as its next hop relay. The relay arrangement is recursively conducted until all RNs can find its next hop relay, or can reach the BS directly.

5.2 Localized Heuristic Algorithms

1. Nearest-To-BS-First algorithm (NTBF)
2. Max-Residual-Capacity-First algorithm (MRCF)
3. Best-Effort-Relaying algorithm (BER)

Figure 2. SPRN placement and traffic distribution by the three algorithms

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

From Fig.3, we observe the following.

1) Both algorithms require fewer SPRNs as the RN’s capacity increases. This is a desirable property, as nodes with higher capacity should relay more traffic than those with lower capacity.

2) Using either algorithm, the ratio of the SPRNs obtained from experiments to the theoretical lower bound is 1.1~1.3, which is quite acceptable.

3) The Best-Effort-Relaying algorithm outperforms the Nearest-To-BS-First algorithm in terms of smaller number of SPRNs, higher utilization, and smaller C.O.V., though the improvement is moderate.

4) From Fig.3 (B) notice that with the increase of individual nodal capacity, the composite energy cost increases, while the resource utilization decreases. This suggests that an energy-economical system may prefer to use a larger number of devices with less energy rather than using a smaller number of devices with higher energy. This could be helpful for the network designer to choose the devices.

Figure 3(A) shows the energy level Vs Simulation Time for the three algorithms.
7. CONCLUSION

Here we have given the common problems of optimal WSN device placement, aiming at minimizing the network cost with constraints on lifetime and connectivity. A general design problem was formulated and discussed. The placement problem with non-energy-constrained relay nodes was modeled as a minimum set covering problem, taking into account the energy and transmission range constraints on RNs, a comprehensive two phase approach was presented. Based on the solution to problem one, an optimal solution was presented to place the first phase relay nodes. For the placement of second phase relay nodes, the Far-Near and Max-Min principles were proposed, and three heuristic schemes were used accordingly. For the management problems we have presented in this paper a new probabilistic scheme for configuring the management plane which is mostly used in an ad-hoc network. The underlying key idea is the notion of spatio-temporal connected nodes. A spatio-temporal connected component is a subset of the wireless sensor network, such that nodes within such a component have a good probability of being directly connected. The term spatial derives from this neighborhood notion, while the term temporal is related to the temporal behavior of this neighborhood. In a store and forward oriented architecture, such nodes are also capable to inter-communicate at a higher hop-count. The management plane is limited to the largest spatio-temporal connected components. Analysis and numerical results indicate that the proposed algorithms can provide optimal or near optimal solution in some scenarios. The relay node placement problem formulated in this paper is fundamental and critical in WSN design.
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